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1I. INTRODUCTION .
As the advantageous distribution of light has recently become of
great importance, various improvements are being made in the different sources
of illumination.
In dealing with illumination, it is perhaps well to start with some
general idea under lying the whole problem. In the first place, it should be
stated that objects are illuminated for the sole 'purpose of making them visible
to the eye. Too little light is likely to cause a strain on the retina;
while on the other hand, too much light 3hould be avoided since a contraction
of the iris is limited and a strain will likewise be imposed upon the retina.
Luminous sources should be so placed that the rays, either direct
or reflected, will not pass directly into the eye. The result of sources
thus wrongly located is, that objects back of the source in case of direct
rays, and the reflecting medium if the rays are reflected, are more or less
indistinct. T7e receive our light usually from above, and the retina becomes
accustomed to light from that direction, while light reflected into the eye
from below, as from snow or direct foot-lights, may not only cause fatigue but
sometimes temporary blindness.
Successful illumination should then be measured largely by the
degree of clearness with which the objects are perceived by the naked eye, as
to shape, color, and brightness. If certain part3 of the room or street are
too brilliantly lighted, objects in the dimmer portions are not perceived by
the eye. This is because the eye automatically adjusts itself to the most
brilliantly lighted area within its view, and is out of adjustment for per-

sceiving the rest.
The unit of illumination is the foot-candle, and its value is the
amount of light falling on a surface perpendicular to the rays at a distance
of one foot from a source of light one candle power in value. The lav/ of in-
verse squares, namely, that the illumination from a given source varies in-
versely as the square of the distance from the source, shows that the illum-
ination at a distance of two feet from a single candle power unit is 0.25
foot=-candles.
Illumination may be classified under two heads, useful and scenic.
Useful illumination is used for carrying on work, talcing the place of daylight.
Scenic illumination applies to all forms of decorative lighting such as the
stage, etc. The two as a rule are not distinct, but usually combine with one
another.
Until the introduction of the electric light about a quarter of a
century ago, flames were the only source of artificial light. The electric
light has brought a great change in the method of illumination, making it a
science as well a.s an art.
In the early days the lighting of a room was simply a question of
the number of candles to be used. Today, it is not so much the light sources
required as it is of their kind, their location, and the accessories (such as
different reflectors) to be used in connection with them.
In recent years, the attention of the engineer has been turned to
the distribution of light, to render it as effective and efficient as possible,
in other words, agreeable to the eyes, harmonious in its effect, with apparatus
artistically designed, and at a reasonable cost. This involves a knowledge
of all the scientific principles underlying the production and use of light.

3The object of this thesis is to compare the different systens of
illumination of a recitation room at the University of Illinois, in regard to
their efficiency on the planes most desirable.

4II. DESCRIPTION.
ROOM, LAMP AND CLUSTER .
The room from which the data was obtained is situated on the north-
east corner of the Electrical Engineering Building of the University of Illi-
nois, and is used for lecture and recitation purposes.
The ceiling and part of the upper walls are smooth, and finished in
creamy yellow. The lower part of the walls has a light green border extend-
ing 3 3/4 ft. upward from the floor. The blackboards are 3 1/4 ft. above this
and are 3 1/4 ft. wide. They extend the entire length of the room on the
south wall, and 13 ft. 7 in. along the center of the west wall. The floor is
hardwood and dark colored. There are three doors, one on the north side, and
two on the west side of the room. The windows occupy most of the space on
the north side, there being four in number. There is also a window on the
ea3t side of the room. These are all of uniform size, being 7 ft. wide, 7 ft.
2 in. high, and 4 ft. above the floor. All the woodwork is of varnished oak.
The general plan of the floor is shown in a diagram on page 5 . The room
is 51 ft. long, 23 ft. wide, and has a 12 ft. 3 in. ceiling.
This room was lighted by an indirect system, the fixtures consisting
of a 100 watt Mazda tungsten lamp, with a clear bulb. Around each lamp is
placed a corrugated one-piece silvered mirror X-Ray reflector made by the
National X-Ray Reflector Company. Ehere are four bowls to each fixture and
they are extended at right angles by brass arms, about 9 in. long. The fix-
tures are hung 3 ft. 8 in. from the oeiling, there being three of them in the
room. The general plan of the ceiling is shown on page 6 .
1
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9ILLUMINOMETER.
The instrument used in these tests was a portable photometer capable
of measuring the illumination in foot-candles directly. It was made by the
Sharp Millar Company, of Philadelphia.
It is an ideal instrument having all the essential features for
making it suitable for all kinds of photometric work with a great degree of
accuracy and precision. The following characteristics which are desirable in
these tests are noticeable;
A sensitive photometric device, a reliable comparison of light source,
a good means for varying intensity, portability, simplicity of operation, and
reasonable cost.
The sensitive photometric device i3 a modified form of the Lumner-
Brodhun arrangement. A calibrated Incandescent lamp is the light source,
and its intensity upon the screen is varied by moving the lamp. The lamp
is mounted within a circular metal housing, and is carried on a platform
arranged to 3lide in a track lengthwise in the box. The movement is effected
by means of an elastic cord which passes around pulleys and comes to a drum
whioh can be turned by an external milled hub or disc.
The variable distance method of varying the intensity indicates its
dependence upon the applicability of the law of inverse squares for its read-
ings in foot-oandles illumination. The intensity of illumination is read
from a translucent celluloid scale, whose range is from 0.04 to 20.00 foot-
candles. This scale is set in a longitudinal opening in the side of the box
just above the track on which the comparison lamp moves.
It i3 covered with a long movable shutter, which can be opened by
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means of an external knob at the rear of the box. The object of the shutter
is to prevent the exterior light having aooess to the interior of the box,
when the intensity is being measured. 3y opening the shutter, the reading
oan be easily obtained as it is indicated by a thin narrow shadow that falls
in the center of the bean from the comparison lamp.
A common source of error in photometry is due to stray light being
reflected by portions of the instrument or its accessories. This difficulty
is overcome by the use of a simple system of moving screens which afford per-
fect protection from the stray light. The screens are made of fiber, and of
such size as practically fill the box. They have apertures sufficiently large
to permit the rays of the lamp to pass unobstructedly. They are supported
by two longitudinal rods, being attached to each other, and to the lamp carriage
by light cords. 7/hen the comparison lamp advances, its housings push> the
screens successively along ahead of it; and when it recedes, the cords pull
the screens one after the other into their proper position.
The elbow tube at the end of the box fits friction tight on a collar
fastened in the end of the box, and may be turned about a horizontal and set
at any desired angle which is indicated on a semi-circular scale at the end
of the box. This tube furnishes the simple means of measuring intensity of
illumination in any direction. In the bottom of the tube is fixed a reversible
plate, one side being a diffusely reflecting surface used in the measurement
of candle-power , and the other side a mirror used in connection with a test
plate, which is a translucent glass or a diffusing screen, ground on its upper
surface so that it has its power of reflection well destroyed for measuring
illumination and is situated on the end of the tube. A picture of the illum-
inometer is shown on page 7.
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III. CALIBRATION OF ILLUMINOMETER.
The trover method of calibrating the instrument for measurement of
candle-power or illumination is that of employing a known candle-power or
illumination produced by a standard lamp. The voltage of the comparison
lamp is adjusted by means of a slider rheostat on the outside of the box, until
the cor <c rison lamp. has a proper voltage to give the required illumination on
the screen for calibration. A few careful readings 3erve to calibrate the
comparison lamp.
The following method was used to calibrate the illuminomet er. The
object of this calibration was to determine the exact voltage of the standard
lamp at which the illuminometer would read correctly, that is to be balanced
and show one foot-oandle when the illumination on the screen was equal to
that value. The diagram on page 12 shows the connection used in the set-up.
The mirror in the elbow of the illuminometer below the diffusing
screen was placed at a distance D from the standard lamp filament, so that the
illumination to be measured was known from the candle-power varying inversely
to the square of the distance. The illuminometer lamp was moved so that the
scale reading indicated, in foot-candles, the calculated illumination. There
the voltage on the test-lamp was carefully varied until the Lumner-Brodh un
photometer attachment was balanced. Sets of data were taken with three values
of illumination on the illuminometer screen, with results as given in data
for t est
.
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CALIBRATION 0? LAMP AND ILLUMI NOMETER.
VOLTAGE
Standard Test
106.7
106.7
96.2
96.0
FOOT-CANDLES
1 1 luml nomet er
3.55
I
Amperes
Stand.
0.3715
0.372
DISTANCE
Feet
3
106.7
106.7
95.8
90.1
2.00 0.373
0.371
106.7
106.7
95.9
96.0
1.28 0.371
0.372
Average Voltage on Test Lamp 96.0
Standard Mazda Lamp Number 3833
32 Horizontal c. p. at 106.7 Volts
Test Lamp Number 811.
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IV. METHOD OF OPERATION •
The tests made consisted of measuring the illumination of the room
in foot-candle with the instrument previously described. The three clusters
Fere hung as indicated in the diagram of the ceiling. Readings in foot-candles
were taken at points of thB room Al, A2, etc., as shown in diagram of floor on
page 5 . The illuminomet er was set over the different points at three most
different planes. The plane 2 ft. 6 in. was taken, as it approximately
represented the height of the arm of a chair, and therefore suitable for writ-
ing while sitting down. The plane 3 ft. 9 in. is that of the eyes while one
is sitting down. The third plane, 5 ft. 2 in., is that of the eyes while one
is standing. Data was taken for the three planes for the indirect system and
the direct system, the indirect system being the one installed in the room
at present. For readings of the direct system, the bowls and reflectors
were removed, the units being left in an upright position. Curves are sub-
mitted to accompany each set of data. In plotting the curves, foot-candle
illumination were used as ordinates, and the distance in feet as abscissae.
With this set of curves it is possible to analyze the illumination of a sur-
face at a glance, as regards intensity and distribution.
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V. DISCUSSION .
INDIRECT SYSTEM.
Data ?/as taken of the illumination of the room over various points,
the clusters being hung 3 ft. 8 in. from the ceiling. The data and curves are
shown on the follov/ing pages. From these curves the various surfaces of the
room at the various planes can be analyzed.
The intensity of illumination for the 2 ft. 6 in. plane is uniformly
distributed varying from 0.6 foot-candles at the edges of the room to 2.2
candle- feet at the center. The variation of the intensity of illumination
on the 3 ft. 9 in.plane was more noticeable, varying from 0.5 foot-candles to
2.9 foot-candles. For the plane, 5 ft. 2 in., the variation was very marked
from 0.5 foot-candles to 3.5 foot-candles. Along the sides of the blackboards
and the windows the illumination was smaller for the 3 ft. 9 in. and the 5 ft.
2 in. planes than for the 2 ft. 6 in. plane. This is due to the transmission
of the light through the windows and the absorption of the light by the black-
boards for the former two planes, while at the 2 ft. 6 in. plane, the walls
were of light green color, and therefore the absorption of the light was not '
as great.

INDIRECT SYSTEM •
OBSERVED DATA
.
Plane 2 ft. 6 in.
ATI ON A B C D E
1 0.61 1.19 1.30 0.94 0.70
2 0.86 1.40 1.88 1.35 0.73
3 0.37 1.54 1.30 1.25 0.36
4 0.90 1.36 1.60 1.10 0.74
5 0.92 1.56 1.34 1.25 0.30
6 1.18 1.78 1.95 1.36 0.84
7 1.11 1.62 1.32 1.21 0.35
8 1.17 1.80 1.92 1.37 0.80
9 1.13 1.90 2.15 1.60 1.00
10 0.78 1.50 2.00 1.70 0.76
11 0.32 0.98 1.26 1.20 0.35
Plane 3 ft. 9 in.
1 0.50 0.95 1.20 0.80 0.54
2 0.95 1.55 2.10 1.82 0.84
3 1.00 2.00 2.35 2.00 0.38
4 1.10 2.10 2.30 1.60 0.85
5 1.13 1.70 2.30 1.34 0.96
6 1.18 2.36 2.90 2.20 1.10
7 1.10 2.00 2.53 2.20 1.20
8 1.10 1.72 2.20 1.58 0.87
9 1.15 1.90 2.80 1.86 0.94
10 0.92 1.34 2.20 1.85 0.84
11 0.87 1.05 1.39 1.30 0.65
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INDIRECT SYSTEM.
OBSERVED DATA.
Plane 5 ft . 2 in.
'ATI ON A B C D E
1 0.55 0.98 1.30 0.75 0.45
2 0.30 1.94 2.40 1.42 0.55
3 0.68 1.70 2.25 1.62 0.73
4 1.00 1.72 1.95 1.28 0.57
n or u.tsu
6 1.07 2.40 2.60 1.74 0.80
7 1.00 2.10 2.35 1.42 0.82
8 1.05 1.98 2.20 1.40 0.74
9 1.18 2.80 3.40 2.25 1.10
10 0.90 1.84 2.75 1.50 0.80
11 0.65 1.15 1.62 1.15 0.53

U. CF I. O. S. FORM 3
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DIRECT SYSTEM
In the direct system, the final arrangement consisted in removing
the bowls and reflectors from all the clusters, leaving the units in an upright
position. The readings were taken over the same points, Al, A2, etc., and
at the same planes as in the indirect system. Data and curves are given on
the following pages.
The distribution of the intensity of illumination is not as uniform
as in the indirect system, showing a decrease of uniformity of about 10 per
cent. This is due to the absence of the reflectors.
The uniformity of distribution in this direct system with the units
inverted is more consistent than it would be if the units were hanging down.
Due to the light ceiling and walls the rays are reflected over a larger area,
and not concentrated over spots directly beneath the clusters.

DIRECT SYSTEM.
OBSERVED DATA.
Plane 2 ft. 8 in.
ATI ON A B C D E
1 0.52 0.81 0.98 0.62 0.48
2 0.78 1.17 1.40 1.02 0.61
3 0.85 1.50 1.35 1.34 0.89
4 0.91 1.25 1.80 1.20 0.69
5 0.97 1.36 1.62 1.17 0.82
6 1.02 1.76 1.26 1.64 0.77
7 1.00 1.47 1.80 1.24 0.82
8 0.91 1.35 1.80 1.27 0.78
9 1.00 1.52 1.40 1.52 0.83
10 0.88 1.43 1.66 1.45 0.78
11 0.72 1.07 1.15 0.98 0.5
Plane 3 ft . 9 in.
1 0.61 0.96 1.12 0.68 0.53
2 1.00 1.37 2.00 1.23 0.60
3 0.77 1.34 1.38 1.25 0.70
4 0.80 1.12 1.35 1.05 0.60
5 0.82 1.25 1.64 1.02 0.70
6 0.94 1.82 1.12 1.42 0.67
7 0.87 1.34 1.74 1.07 0.68
8 0.88 1.39 1.86 1.17 0.72
9 1.00 1.70 1.84 1.45 0.84
10 0.86 1.40 1.94 1.54 0.82
11 0.70 0.89 1.10 0.93 0.57

U- OF 1. O. U. FCRM 3
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DIRECT S
-
OBSERVED
Plane 5 ft
STATION A 3
1 0.58 0.89
2 0.73 1.30
3 0.84 1.65
4 0.66 1.00
5 0.84 1.20
6 0.93 2.20
7 0.90 1.28
8 0.75 1.30
9 0.90 2.10
10 0.95 1.80
11 0.68 1.10
DATA.
2 in.
c D E
1.10 0.70 0.46
2.60 1.25 0. 52
2.65 1.60 0.31
1.25 0.90 0.48
1.74 1.10 0.60
1.71 1.58 0.57
2.10 1.90 0.75
1.90 1.50 0.63
3.50 2.10 0.78
3.20 1.80 0.70
1.30 1.10 0.57

U. CF I. 6. 6. rCHM 3
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VI. THEORY AND CALCULATION OF A DIRECT LIGHTING SYSTEM
To get the normal illumination at any given point the oandle power
in the proper diredtion must be divided by the square of the distance to the
point illuminated. If the surface is at right angles to the direction of
light, the value of illumination obtained must be multiplied by a reduction
factor, taking into account the angle at which the rays strike. Referring to
the diagram below, a beam of light coming in the direction OD falls upon a
plane AB, illuminating it with an intensity of one foot-candle. Then the
illumination on the plane AC, which intercepts the same amount of light as
AB, would be less than one foot-candle (as the light is spread over a larger
area), in the ratio of AB to AC, which is the cosine of the angle ODF. Thus
the intensity on any plane at a given point will be
C
h
_ K I (1)
where
E is expressed in foot-candles
I is expressed in candle-power
d is expressed in feet
then
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K = 1
for the normal plane.
The illumination on the horizontal surface of the plane would be
Eh = I oos e (2)
since the ray is at the angle 6 with the vertical.
Taking the point D at a horizontal distance h from the lamp
tan© = 1 (3)
h
d = (4)
cos O
The illumination on the vertical plane is
E
v
r i- sine (5)
Substituting equation (4) in (2) and (5) we have
% = Ig cos3© (6)
1
Ey - I_ sin3© (7)
h is the height of lamp in feet above the plane
1 is the horizontal distance from a point directly beneath the light
to the point where the intensity is required.
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METHOD OF CALCULATION .
For a recitation room about 25 ou. ft. is allowed for one mean spher
ioal candle-power.
The volume of the room is
15 X 23 X 12.066 = 14 880 cu. ft.
The mean spherical candle-po7;er is
14 880 _ 595.
25
From the following table it was decided to use eight clusters with
TTatts 25 40 60 100 150
M. S. C. P. 15.6 24.0 37.0 62.5 94.0
No. of Lamps 38 25 16 10 4
two sixty watt Mazda tungstens for each, together with the Extensive High
Efficiency Reflectors.
The arrangements of the clusters is shown in the design of ceiling
on page 31.
These calculations were made for a 2 ft. 6 in. plane, the clusters
being hung 2 ft. 2 in. from the ceiling. The distance between the plane and
the lights is 8 ft. Different values of distance in feet were assumed along
the plane, and the angle O calculated by equation (3). From the photometric
curve on page 33, the values of intensity in candle-power were read. Then by
equation (6) the value of illumination in foot-candles was calculated. The
following table shows these calculations.
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A curve was plotted between the distance 1 in feet and the intensity
of illumination in foct-oandles. This is sho7m on page 34.
The room was laid out for different points as shown on pa£ 32.
From the curves the different values of illumination were obtained
for the different points. The data is shown below.
POINTS 1, 4, 5, 87 7 7 2, 3, 6, 77 7 7 9, 10, 15, 16 13, 14 11, 17 12,18
A 1.440 0.250 1.04 0.07 0.63 0.080
I 0.250 1.440 1.04 1.04 0.06 0.030
C 0.080 0.250 0.07 1.04 0.04 0.010 *
D 0.010 0.030 0.04 0.07 0.02 0.005
E 0.370 0.110 0.25 0.05 0.63 0.63C
F 0.110 0.370 0.25 0.25 0.06 0.060
Gr 0.025 0.110 0.05 0.25 0.04 0.020
H 0.004 0.025 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.005
TOTAL FC. 2.239 2.585 2.77 2.82 1.50 0.840
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CALCULATED DATA
1 003 %6 Intensity Foot-candles
Ft. I j oos
s©
rt
1 1.000 46 0.720
1 7
rt 18' 0.978 47 0.718
2 14 4 1 0.910 50 rt rt T 10.711
3 rt /\20 33' 0.820 53 0.680
4 2G 34' 0.715 56 0.623
5 32 0' 0.610 62 0. 590
6 3G 54' 0.515 66 0. 530
7 41 rt t2' 0.425 7 1 f\ a rt a0.470
o
o 45 1 0.355 70 0.390
ny 48 20' 0.295 68 0.314
1U 51 20 1 0.245 62 0.237
11 54 1 0.204 59 0. 188
12 56 20 1 0. 170 55 rt *i m /»0. 146
13 50 25' 0.144 50 rt ^ T rt0. 112
14 60 15' 0.122 47 rt rt O rt0.089
15 rt *i61 r r- 155: 0.105 45 0.074
lb 63 30' 0.089 43 0.060
1 olo /-» /-»66 5' 0.067 41 0.043
20 68 10 1 0.051 39 0.031
<d4 71 nrl35' 0.032 37 rt rt T O0.018
28 74 5* 0.021 36 rt rt T rt0.012
32 76 rt t' 0.014 35.5 0.008
36 77 30 1 0.010 35 0.006
40 78 50' 0.007 34.5 0.004
II
t
I
I
U- Or I. S. * FORM J
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DISCUSSION.
The illumination on the 2 ft. 6 in. plane was found to be very uni-
form for the points taken, the smallest values being obtained near the edges
of the room. For light walls these values might be multiplied by a constant
1.4, but, owing to the great surface that is occupied by the windows and the
blackboards, this was not done, the data being considered sufficiently ac-
curate.
From the data it can be 3een that the installation of this system
would be advisable, since the uniformity of the distribution of illumination
throughout the plane considered is very good.
The one great fault in thi3 system is that the light will necessarily
be in the line of vision, and the glare of the direct rays is injurious to
the eyes.
The table, given on the next page, was obtained from a reliable
a
source. It gives a firly good idea of the average foot-candles of illumination
required for rooms used for various purposes.
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AVERAGE FOOT- CANDLES
riesictsncc living—rooms TX ofj
Residence bed-"" 1 o
riesiciencc x. roons V 2 o
uxnc e od D
Dr^fl ing—roons e IU
A3 senoiy—rooms 1X o6
oiores - general— iu8roiiajia. 1 »
e
Q(0 D
f "T* 1 /I /*\ of a y~\ iro T* T » o T ^ 1 r\m cs 1uomcxors ^ ciuove uroo iioors^ 1/4
oorriciors v. main iioors 01 oil ice— uui icniigs / ft
Lobbies 1 5
Kitchens 2 4
Hot el-bed-r00ms 1 3
Art galleries 3 5
Restaurants 1 4
Reading-rooms, libraries 2 5
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VII. CONCLUSION.
Indirect illumination is the form where the source of light is en-
tirely hidden, but the light itself is thrown to the ceiling and walls to be
reflected and diffused by then throughout the room. This method is feasible
only where the ceiling and walls are of light tint, for the objects that are
commonly spoken of as light- colored reflect, while dark objects absorb light.
No matter how good the reflection may be, there must necessarily be considerable
loss of efficiency at some parts of the room, and a greater efficiency at others.
In order to have an efficient , uniform distribution of direct lighting
on a oertain plane, it was found by calculation that the units would have to
be spaoed more uniformly in the room. The number of units required would be
greater, although of smaller capacity, the total being 960 watts, while 12
watts were used for the indirect system.
From the observed data of the indiredt and direct systems, it can
easily be seen that the distribution of illumination of the indirect system is
more uniform and therefore more soothing to the eye. One peculiar feature
of thi3 kind of illumination that is noticed by almost everyone is, that when
one enters a room and looks about, the illumination seems very moderate and
may even appear dim, but upon looking down at a paper on a desk or in the hand
one is surprised to note how brightly the paper is illuminated, and how easily
it can be read. This is caused by the fact that all light sources are out
of the range of the vision, and, therefore, the pupil of the eye is allowed to
expand freely and adjust itself to the intensity of the light reflected from
the paper, thus permitting the maximum of the light reflected from the object
to enter the eye.
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